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skilled work force in developing countries with more so-
phisticated capital will boost workers' productivity, while
good long-term investments in those countries will help the
aging work forces of the industrial countries get the most
out of their retirement funds. The coincidence of increased
trade and capital flows is also virtuous; capital flows will
help developing countries take advantage of new trade op-
portunities and increase their incentive to follow sound do-
mestic policies. But capital relocation will not occur
overnight, and for industrial countries it will not lead to
measurable social dislocations.

Capital flows will remain constrained by country risk
and can grow only as fast as the developing countries'
creditworthiness improves. These are severe constraints. In
the average creditworthy country the ratio of foreign liabil-
ities to exports is two to one, and in the best of cases it has
reached three to one; the latter can be taken as an upper
bound of the speed at which developing countries' debts
can safely grow. Even if all developing countries borrowed
enough to reach that limit within a five-year span, the max-
imum flows would be $500 billion a year. (Actual effective
demand for funds is likely to be much smaller because sev-
eral of the most creditworthy countries, such as Korea,
Malaysia, Portugal, and Thailand, have reached a point in
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Like

trade and capital flows, international labor
flows offer great potential for benefit for both
the home and the host country. Migrants are
often more productiveand reduce labor
costsin the host country; and they send re-

mittances to relatives back home, boosting incomes in the
(usually poorer) home country. But migration also raises
concerns. Not everyone will gain: unskilled workers in host
countries are most likely to suffer as jobs are lost to immi-
grants or wages fall, and, as with capital movements, greater

mobilityin this case of highly skilled workerstends to
reward success but punish domestic policy failures severely.

International migration remains much more politically
charged than trade and capital flows. In the host countries
public opposition to unskilled migrants has risen sharply,

their saving-investment cycles where they are becoming
capital exporters themselves.) Yet even this amount is small

by industrial country standards. During the past twenty-
five years the accumulated (net) flows to developing coun-
tries were only 2 percent of the industrial countries' capital

stock. These rough estimates would at most double the
level of the average historical flows.

These capital flows, while having little impact on work-
ers in industrial countries, could have much larger effects in

developing countries. These estimates, assuming normal re-
sponses, imply a boost to GDP growth of 0.5 to 1 percent
a year. But for workers in developing countries the disci-
pline imposed by the mobility of savingson macro-
economic policy, governance, and institutionsmay even
be more important than the direct gains involved.

The global capital market is making the differences be-
tween winners and losers much starker. The future will be
brighter for Maria and Xiao Zhi if their governments man-
age to strike the right balance between fiscal prudence, re-
liance on markets, and stabilizing social policies. But capital

outflows will tend to reduce investment and growth in
those countries that fail to get the balance rightand even
to exclude them from the economic mainstream altogether.
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exacerbated by domestic employment difficulties not neces-
sarily of the migrants' causing. This chapter investigates
whether migrants do take jobs from native workers and
contribute to wage inequalities. Do they represent a net
burden on government budgets? And can something
be done to stop the exodus of trained workers from
poorer countries?

Dimensions of migration

Throughout history there have been periods when migra-
tion has been an important economic and social safety
valve, allowing labor to relocate to areas where it was more
scarce. Usually the cost and difficulty of travel were a seri-
ous limitation, but a major break occurred in the twentieth
century, when lower transportation costs made possible a
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Most migrants live in developing countries, but a much larger share of the industrial countries' population is
foreign-born.

Table 10.1 The world's foreign-born population by region

Industrial countries, Eastern Europe,
and the former Soviet Union

Europe
Former Soviet Onion
North America
Oceania

Low- and middle-income countries
Caribbean and Central America
China
East and Southeast Asia
North Africa and West Asia

Gulf Cooperation Council states
South America
South Asia
Sub-Saharan Africa

United Nations 1,.994b

sharp increase in labor mobility even as the rise of the
nation-state increased controls on migration. Today the
number of both sending and receiving nations has in-
creased-at least 125 million people now live outside their
country of origin. Migrants today increasingly come from
poor countries, and their stay in the host countries is be-
coming shorter. The number of highly skilled workers on
the move has increased as well. There has also been a sharp
rise in the number of refugees, a consequence of regional
conflicts and the breakup of the old East-West order.

More than half the global flow of migrants is now be-
tween developing countries-examples include South
Asians going to oil-rich countries in the Middle East and
newly industrializing economies in East Asia, and relatively

successful countries in Sub-Saharan Africa attracting work-
ers from their poorer neighbors. Côte d'Ivoire, Nigeria, and
South Africa have received about half of Africa's large mi-
gratory flow. But many migrants returned to their home
countries during the 1 980s, at a time when economic crisis
led to antimigrant behavior. The demand for temporary
migrants in the Gulf countries rose sharply during the
1970s and early 1980s before tapering off with the decline
in oil prices after 1982. The 1991 Gulf war saw a radical
change in the migrant population, with 1 million Egyp-
tians leaving Iraq, 800,000 Yemenis leaving Saudi Arabia,
and about 500,000 Palestinian and Jordanian workers
being replaced by Asians and Egyptians in Kuwait. Most

45.0
0.5
0.3
7.6
5.5
0.7
5.4

18.7
7.1

Millions of persons Percentage of total population

58.1
0.9
0.3
7.5

13.4
5.8
5.6

19.2
11.

1.9
2.0
0.0
1.9
4.0

11.0
2.4
2.8
3.0

1.5
2.7
0.0
1.2
5.7

34.2
1.5
1.8
2.7

cently there has been a rising demand for temporary work-
ers in the successful Asian economies, particularly Japan,
the Republic of Korea, and Malaysia. Fears of massive pop-

ulation movement following the dissolution of the Soviet
Union have not materialized, either within the region or
from East to West.

The flow of migrants to industrial countries has risen
(Table 10.1), and its composition has shifted to developing
country sources. In Australia, Canada, and the United
States inflows from developing countries have risen slowly,
reaching about 900,000 a year by 1993. In Western Europe
large-scale labor recruitment began during the boom years
of the 1 960s. After the oil shock of 1973 and the ensuing
recession, foreign workers were encouraged to return home.

A dip in the early 1980s was soon followed by a rise in the
growth of the foreign population to about 180,000 a year.
Unlike that of the 1960s, however, this latest burst of
growth is occurring in an environment of rising unemploy-
ment that is exacerbating social tensions and increasing
xenophobia-both in the United States and across Europe.

Who gains and who loses?

Migration creates efficiency gains when workers move to
where they are more productive. These gains can be widely
distributed: to the migrants as higher earnings, to their
countries of origin through remittances, and to the destina-
tion country through lower production costs. But not
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Region 1965 1985 1965

World 75.9 105.5 2.3

31.0 47.4 3.5
15.6 23.0 3.5

0.1 0.2 0.1
12.7 20.4 6.0

2.6 3.9 14.8

1985

2.2

4.5
4.7
0.1
7.8

16.0
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everyone necessarily gains, particularly if' unskilled migrants

displace native workers with similar skills. In the short to
medium term, however, the effects depend on whether the
migrants' skills complement or substitute for the skills of
native workers and of those left behind.

Sending countries

Migration generally leads to important gains for the send-
ing country, primarily through remittances. For some
countries, remittances represent a sizable share of GNP
between 10 and 50 percent in Jordan, Lesotho, Yemen, and
the West Bank and Gaza. Ratios of remittances to exports
can reach as high as 25 to 50 percentas in Bangladesh,
Burkina Faso, Egypt, Greece, Jamaica, Malawi, Morocco,
Pakistan, Portugal, Sri Lanka, Sudan, and Turkey. Because
international wage differences are so large, the amounts re-
mitted are often a multiple of what the migrants could have
earned at homeabout double in the case of Filipino and
Korean emigrants, for example. But remittances tend to de-
cline as migrants become integrated into the host country.

At the household level, migration decisions are often
part of strategies to diversify risk. In war-torn Lebanon the
outflow of skilled labor allowed those left behind to get by:
remittances amounted to an estimated 50 percent of na-
tional income in 1980. In Countries with active welfare
policies, outmigration reduces budgetary pressures. The
Egyptian employment guarantee scheme could not have
worked in the 1 970s without the massive migrations to the
Gulf countries. In Puerto Rico the U.S. minimum wage
law would have led to high unemployment in the absence
of a pull effect from markets abroad (one-third of the labor
force migrated to the United States).

The effect of migration on income inequality is com-
plex. Because migrating is costly, migrants rarely come from
among the poorest households. As a result, remittances
often increase income inequality, as they have in Egypt and
the Philippines. There are, however, offsetting effectsas
migration networks develop and costs fall, poorer workers
can afford to migrate. In a study of two Mexican villages,
remittances were found to be equalizing in the village with
the more established networks abroad but to increase in-
equality in the other. Remittances are usually found to be
equalizing when second-round effects are consideredre-
mittances increased investment in rural areas in Pakistan,
boosting the demand for unskilled workers.

The fear of brain drain is receding in many countries
where the supply of skills is no longer constrained by the
lack of highly educated nationals. Brain drain remains a
problem, however, where there are distortions in the labor
market or in the education system. In some countries with
stagnant modern sectors, generous subsidies to higher edu-
cation are producing more graduates than the economy can
absorb, imposing large fiscal costs and creating pressures to

migrate. Migration of skilled workers is also sometimes due
to a lack of demand, as when government policies depress
capital formation and the demand for skilled labor. On
both these scores, many African countries have been hit
hard. Like that for capital, the market for skills is becoming
globalized, and this increases the costs associated with
policy failures: the exodus of university professors, doctors,
and other professionals in scarce supply has been enormous
in Malawi, Sudan, Zaire, and Zambia. But migrants are
likely to return when conditions at home improve. Indian
returnees from Silicon Valley and similar areas in the
United States, for example, have been the main force be-
hind the growth of the software industry in India since
liberalization.

Receiving countries

Receiving countries, particularly industrial economies, also
usually gain from migration. Indeed, virtually all the labor
flows to industrial countries have been deliberately initiated
by them. Skilled migrants bring gains because of economies

of agglomeration. Inflows of unskilled migrants benefit
capital holders and the more skilled segment of the labor
force, but they can hurt unskilled native workers by de-
pressing their wages.

On the other hand, populist fears about migrants steal-
ing jobs from natives are too simplistic. Social gains to host
country workers are greatest when migrants bring charac-
teristics that complement the existing national mix of skills.
The United States, Canada, and Australia have economies
and cultures based on migrants. Elsewhere, migrants and
their descendants often constitute an important source of
dynamism; examples are Chinese industrialists in Indonesia
and Malaysia, Hong Kong businessmen in Canada, Indian
and Lebanese entrepreneurs in Africa, and Jordanian and
Palestinian civil servants in the oil-rich countries of the
Gulf. Increasingly, workers migrate to fill unskilled manual
jobs that native workers try to avoidthis type of migra-
tion accounts for perhaps as much as 70 percent of recent
flows. In France and Germany unskilled migrants, mainly
from North Africa and Turkey, make up 60 and 80 percent
of total migrant flows, respectively. Palestinians in Israel,
Pakistanis in the Gulf, Indonesians in Malaysia, and Boli-
vians in Argentina are other examples. Often these mi-
grants fill jobs that would otherwise disappear, and even
create jobs for natives. The production of palm oil and rub-
ber in Malaysia would probably not survive without In-
donesian workers. Migrants working in mines, as in South
Africa, or on plantations, as in the Dominican Republic,
Malaysia, and Spain, keep these industries from extinction
in the face of competition from lower cost producers.

Unskilled migrants could hurt the native unskilled pop-
ulation if the demand for unskilled work that they generate
indirectlythrough their demand for goods and services-
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is less than their own labor supply, since that would put
downward pressure on the wages of unskilled workers. The
pressure introduced by migrants on the unskilled segment
of the labor market in the United States and Europe is
comparable with that created by their trade with develop-
ing countries, augmenting the labor force by about 5 per-
cent and affecting mainly unskilled workers. For example,
one in four workers in the United States with less than
twelve years of education was born outside the country:
some studies estimate that migration explains about 30 per-
cent of the rise in U.S. wage inequality over the past two
decades. The effects of migration are also more potent than
those of trade, in that migrants can enter nontradable sec-
tors in which workers displaced by trade could otherwise
find refuge.

Managing migration

Many countries have liberalized their trade, but nearly all
stick to the notion that governments should manage migra-
tion. At first glance, the case for freer labor mobility seems
as compelling from an economic standpoint as the case for
free trade. Both lead to aggregate gains, but both can also
create social dislocations that require a policy response. The
main difference between the two seems to be noneco-
nomic: large migrations disturb the way a society thinks of
itself as a unified cultural or ethnic entity. Japan, for exam-
ple, favors immigration by ethnic Japanese from Brazil, and
Germany that of Germans from Eastern Europe, over ently
by members of other ethnic groups.

But there are also economic considerations that make
migration different from trade. One difference is that some
migrants may seek to increase their incomes by moving,
even if they are no more productive in the host than in the
home country. An extreme example is the Gulf countries.
Because of their oil reserves these countries tend to restrict
ownership rights by not allowing migrants to become citi-
zens. In industrial countries the fear is that migrants will be
attracted by the spoils of the welfare state. Welfare states are

especially vulnerable when they have poor neighbors: the
United States faces pressure from Mexico and the
Caribbean, France from the Maghreb countries, and Ger-
many from Turkey. But while the evidence is mixed, there is
scant indication that migrants constitute a large fiscal bur-
denperhaps precisely because most rich countries, espe-
cially those with developed welfare systems, try to exercise

some control over the characteristics of the migrants they
admit. All industrial countries have admitted migrants se-
lectively, using instruments ranging from visa restrictions
and border controls to legislated criteria for admission
age, wealth, education, national origin, and family ties. The

strongest evidence for migrants acting as a budget drain is
in the United States, a country in which unskilled migra-
tion has recently increased. On a per capita basis, the new

waves of migrants seem to be drawing more welfare benefits

than previous cohorts and slightly more than the popula-
tion as a whole.

Whereas these arguments support the case for controls
on the quality of migrants, other reasons are usually offered

to support quantitative restraints. The pervasiveness of in-
ternational poverty and falling transportation and commu-
nications costs mean that free labor mobility could lead to
large immigrations to rich countries, producing equally
large social dislocations there. These effects would be much
larger than those from open trade, and they would be more
diffused, affecting the services sector as well as the tradable-

goods sector. The redistributions required to preserve social

stability would be massive and costly. Targeting of special
industries, through farm income support programs, for ex-
ample, would have to give way to more wholesale and less
efficient policies. In that case the alternative of slowing mi-
gration to the rate at which labor scarcities appear, as native
skilis get upgraded, may make sense. Europe applied this
type of policy during the reconstruction boom of the 1960s.

But policies to restrict migration are a tricky matter.
They may result in bad outcomes of their own if they en-
courage illegality and exploitation. The main challenge is
finding ways to ration what is an attractive alternative for
many would-be migrants without creating incentives for
illegal activities. The United States has the greatest number
of illegal immigrantsperhaps as many as 4 million
because of its long border with Mexico. Western Europe
has about 3 million, mainly from Africa. Illegal migrants
are in the most precarious position because they can be de-
ported at any time, which creates incentives for their ex-
ploitation by unscrupulous employers. When labor markets
arc competitive, as in the United States, part of the scarcity

rent can be paid up front: for example, illegal Chinese im-
migrants must often provide three years of unpaid work to
a middleman in return for passage, yet the enormous wage
differentials still provide incentives to migrate.

It is rarely feasible to use migration as a tool to fine tune
the business cycle. Temporary work arrangements do pro-
vide flexibility from the host country's perspective and can
be desirable from the migrant's viewpoint if the alternative
is illegality. But ensuring that temporary workers remain
temporary requires rapid rotation, and that involves Costs in
terms of management time and the loss of country-
specific or job-specific skills. Some successful programs rely

on self-management by migrants. The demand for Filipino
nurses, Sri Lankan maids, and Korean construction workers
has risen since organizations (sometimes backed by the
state) have begun to manage temporary migration on a
more formal basis. A few countriesfor example, Switzer-
land and the Gulf countrieshave succeeded in keeping
temporary workers temporary but more often such
schemes have tended to become permanent, as they have in
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France and Germany. To reduce the attachment of mi-
grants to the host country (and the urge to bring depen-
dents along), several countries encourage rotation of mi-
grants. In Saudi Arabia, for example, the cost of a work
permit rises sharply when it is renewed.

S..
Migration is usually beneficial to both sending and re-

ceiving countries. But it is unlikely to become as important
as trade and capital movements as a form of economic in-
teraction between richer and poorer countries. Some level
of migratory flows is mutually beneficial, but unrestricted
migration of unskilled workers is likely to be counrerpro-

ductive. Possible economic costs to unskilled native workers
and cultural resistance mean that migration will have to be
managed to ensure its own sustainability. But managing
migratory flows is difficult because restrictions can create
scarcity rents that encourage illegal flows. Migrants' basic
human rights should be protected, and they should be sub-
ject to the same labor laws and regulations as citizens. In
addition, in many countries migrants do not have access to
social services and other entitlements at par with citizens.
At the margin, temporary programs can be useful both in
stabilizing the host country labor market and in reducing
the pressure for illegal migration.


